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‘Crashing’ is an innovative & powerful new play from the creative team behind the hugely
successful ‘Chelsea’s Choice’.
It was developed out of a growing need to raise awareness of how Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE) can
affect boys and young men.
The 30 minute long performance is suitable for young people in year 7 and above as well as
professionals, and is followed by a 30 minute long post-show talk.
It tells the story of Eddie. At 15 Eddie lost his mum to cancer, his dad to depression and found
himself out on the street. Whilst sleeping in a shop doorway Eddie was approached by Michael.
Michael was kind, good fun and owned a shop with an empty flat above it. He offered Eddie the
chance to stay there until he got himself back on his feet – but unfortunately Michael was not all that
he seemed to be.

Costs for 2018
•
1 week (up to 10 shows)
£4,870+VAT
•
2 week (up to 20 shows)
£8,540+VAT (equivalent of £4,270 per week)
•
3 week (up to 30 shows)
£12,220+VAT (equivalent of £4,073 per week)
•
4 week (up to 40 shows)
£15,890+VAT (equivalent of £3,973 per week)
•
Extra weeks (up to 10 shows) charged at £3,520+VAT per week
•
Conference/Training/One-off Performances (up to 3 shows in a day) = £1,075+VAT

When booking a week you are paying for the delivery of 10 shows during each weekly block. We
cannot do more than 2 venues in any one day (unless the 3rd venue is for an evening show) and we
cannot do more than 1 evening show each week. When booking one-off days you are paying for up
to 3 shows in that day. The 3 shows can be split between 2 venues. We cannot travel to 3 different
venues within one working day (unless the 3rd venues is for an evening show).
All we need is a performance space roughly 4m x 4m, 2 chairs, a small table and somewhere to plug in
our sound system. The cast do not use mics so performance venues must be suitable for unamplified
voices. The cast aim to arrive one hour before the show start time to set up and take about 30
minutes to pack down.
If you would like to find out more
please email
alteregocreativesolutions@gmail.com
or go to www.alteregocreativesolutions.co.uk

